This chapter explores the interaction between copyright and everyday life of artists in the digital environment. It focuses on the role of copyright in the every day context of a specific creative activity: digital art practice. It draws upon findings from a qualitative empirical study consisting of first-hand accounts from digital artists on their perspective and practice on matters such as creation, dissemination and exploitation of their artworks. The chapter provides a flavour of the life that copyright law and policy take, in ways which contrast with their own purpose, because of the various connections and complexities between the digital artist and other actors in an artistic practice. It emphasises that understandings of 'copyright in action' in new creative activities in the digital environment, particularly through the creators' perspective, can offer valuable insights for policy making.
and, a consideration of the impact of the digital environment on the role of copyright for different types of creativity.
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Empirical research on all aspects of copyright in the UK is strongly needed. Yet, until recently, both the discourse on intellectual property rights generally, and copyright in particular, has failed to attract sufficient empirical attention. IP scholarship has been criticized in academic commentaries for being mostly theoretical, abstract and doctrinal. 11 Since utilitarian justifications appear to underpin UK's copyright policy, it follows that there should be continuous empirical examination of the benefits and harms of the current system. 12 An assessment of whether the copyright framework as the 'means' is achieving the 'end' of incentivisation, for emerging types of creative activities, becomes even more important in a new and rapidly changing environment.
And in light of the growing policy debate on the role of copyright, the following questions have become significant: Is copyright encouraging creativity or inhibiting it? In particular, is copyright encouraging or inhibiting the creation and dissemination of new creative works?
The recent emphasis on evidence-based policy making in the UK has resulted in increased efforts to collate existing empirical research as well as develop research programs to generate further evidence for IP policy. 13 However, the role of IP in everyday social contexts for different types of creative activities has been insufficiently addressed so far. For example, the exploration of new business models have found particular favour as being one of the possible solutions in adapting to the continuously evolving digital environment 14 but the exact role played by 10 12 James Boyle, while reviewing existing empirical evidence on copyright, has presented cogent arguments for continued use of empirical evidence in intellectual property policymaking. He notes that: "We should make our policy based on empirical evidence of its likely effects and there should be a formal requirement of empirical reconsideration of those policies after they have been implemented to see if they are working." James Boyle, The Public Domain: Enclosing the Commons of the Mind (London: Yale University Press, 2008) p.206 13 Intellectual Property Office (IPO), "IP Research," http://www.ipo.gov.uk/pro-ipresearch.htm (accessed July 12, 2012) 14 Hargreaves, Digital Opportunity; IPO, (c) the Way Ahead: A Strategy for Copyright in the Digital Age (IPO, October 2009); DCMS, Digital Britain final report (June, 2009) copyright in the existing and emerging business models, 15 across the various creative sectors, remains unclear. Similarly, the position of creators as one of the stakeholders with an interest in the nature of copyright policy has been explicitly acknowledged. 16 Yet, empirical attention on the role of copyright in the day to day creative practice of creators remains minimal.
This chapter focuses on the role of copyright in the every day context of a specific creative activity: digital art practice. It aims to go 'through the looking glass' in a digital artist's creative practice to explore the wonderland of copyright in action. The chapter draws upon findings from a qualitative empirical study consisting of first-hand accounts from digital artists on their perspective and practice on matters such as creation, dissemination and exploitation of their artworks. It provides a flavour of the life that copyright law and policy take, in ways which in contrast with their own purpose, because of the various connections and complexities between the digital artist and other actors in an artistic practice. It emphasises that understandings of 'copyright in action' in new creative activities in the digital environment, particularly through the creators' perspective, can offer valuable insights for policy making.
Section II contextualizes the empirical study and outlines the methodology employed. Section III presents some of the findings on the perceived role of copyright in digital artists' creative practice, specifically the lack of belief in both the prevention of copying in the digital domain and in the usefulness of copyright law for creators. It illustrates how various actors influenced the artists' understandings and decisions on the role of 'copying' and 'copyright' for their practice. Section IV provides concluding remarks.
II. Copyright and Digital Art: A Qualitative Empirical Study
The objective of the qualitative empirical study (hereafter, the study) was to gain an understanding of the interaction of copyright with the everyday life of digital artists: illuminate what law means in the local context of their creative practice; and, explore the subtle processes in each creator's practice in detail to evaluate how current law and policy play out in action. 15 See a recent report commissioned by the IPO which looks at business models in three creative sectors. Nicola Original first-hand accounts of the perspective and practice of digital artists on matters such as creation, dissemination and exploitation of their artworks were obtained and analysed.
A. Socio-legal Studies
The study took a socio-legal approach for studying the interaction of copyright with the everyday life of digital artists. The role of IP in everyday social contexts for different types of creative activities has not been sufficiently addressed in the copyright discourse in United Kingdom.
Socio-legal research on 'copyright in action' can make a valuable contribution in addressing this gap. Socio-legal studies facilitates inter-disciplinary examination of legal phenomena 17 and the 'context within which law exists, be that a sociological, historical, economic, geographical or other context.' 18 As such, it is very suitable for examining what copyright 'law does' rather than what it is presumed to do: 19 how copyright protection actually interacts with the everyday practice of various creators and user-creators; how it impacts upon the interaction between different groups of stakeholders; how the subjective interpretation, meanings, and experiences by these stakeholders on the application of copyright in their practice shapes the contours of their practice.
Further, copyright is essentially a private right and not only can there be many sources of norms that influence the interaction of copyright and other factors in a creative practice, such 'copynorms' can also explain the variance between presence or absence of the operation of copyright law. 20 For example, the study of norms at play in the creative activities of jam-bands, 21 chefs, 22 stand-up comedians 23 and magicians 24 have provided insights on the value of prevailing 17 "The term 'legal phenomenon' seems to capture how we encounter law regularly in social life, often in dealing with documents such as tenancy agreements, employment contracts or insurance policies, or the liability notices on consumer products. Socio-legal research evaluating the interaction between copyright and the day to day practice of stakeholders can assist in gaining an understanding of such sources of norms that may be at play and as such contribute to more fully understanding the actual role of copyright in different areas of creative activities in the UK knowledge economy.
The study was carried out by employing grounded theory as the methodology to obtain, examine, and assess original qualitative data from the creators of digital art. Grounded theory originated in the works of Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss 25 and 'it is an approach to research that was developed in response to concerns over the predominance of quantitative methods in social sciences and the tendency for research to be undertaken to test existing grand theories.' 26 It involves an inductive process where theory is 'derived from data, systematically gathered and analyzed through the research process' and 'in this method, data collection, analysis, and eventual theory stand in close relationship to one another.' 27 Grounded theory was employed to achieve the research aims of gaining and analysing the perspective of the artists in the following ways: to select creators and obtain rich data from them on their creative practice so far as it relates to copyright; to identify themes which show presence or absence of gaps between 'copyright in books' and 'copyright in action'; to develop theory from such gaps which can be then co-related with existing copyright discourse.
Being qualitative in nature, the study was exploratory rather than statistical 28 and gap finding was one aspect of it. As such, it examined the discrepancies between copyright law and its aims on the one hand and the consequences of its interaction with a digital artist's creative practice on
other. An objection to 'gap studies' (gaps between law in books and law in action) is that they 28 The findings from the study were not designed to be used for drawing general inferences for all types of activities covered by copyright nor taken to be applicable to all types of artists. Indeed, even within the specific art practices included in the study, it cannot be said that there is always one artist "voice".
tend towards instrumentalism: their primary focus is on legal effectiveness and they are closely related to a view that accepts laws to be capable of social change. 29 Consequently, studying 'copyright in action' could be argued to be simply 'legal effectiveness research' because it would explore the presence or absence of copyright's effects or disjunctions in the artists' creative practice.
It is admitted that the study privileged law in studying everyday life of creators as its primary concern was to tell a story about copyright law and policy. 30 Yet it went beyond being just 'legal effectiveness' research 31 as it was designed to focus also on studying law and policy's The chosen premise for the study was one form of new media art practice: digital art. Digital art as a premise provided not only a good and diverse body of new creative works that employ digital technologies and but provided an interesting premise where digital technologies and contemporary art philosophy and practices come together to not just exacerbate some of the general problems with copyright law in the digital environment but also offered an opportunity to study a marginalized group of creators.
Digital art can be broadly defined as any art work that can be delivered digitally as strings of 1s and 0s and so, technically, digital art could mean any artistic expression created using the digital medium. However, for the purposes of the study, digital art was defined as 'digital technology reliant' art 37 in the sense of art that employed such technologies as a medium and particularly reflected on the qualities of the medium. The following distinction by Christiane Paul was adopted:
"One of the basic but crucial distinctions made here is that between art that uses digital technologies as a tool for the creation of traditional art objects -such as photograph, print, sculpture or music -and art that employs these technologies as its very own medium, being produced, stored and presented exclusively in the digital format and 36 For a summary of these opportunities see Michael Geist, Our own Creative Land: Cultural Monopoly & the 48 Yet at the time of the study, they were primarily undertaken by creators individually or as artistic groups who were not organized through formal representative bodies for their legal interests, meaning that their representation or voice in the process of policy making remained limited.
As creative practices incorporating digital technologies become more influential and also move from the domain of "artistic practice" alone to become part of general culture, they present a strong case for evaluation. The choice of digital art as a premise allowed the study to put the spotlight on one of the most creative practices that digital technologies enable: 49 art practice that not only employs the digital medium but also aims to stretch it beyond contemporary art practices in the analogue world.
C. Research methods
First, in line with the qualitative nature of the study and the adoption of grounded theory, purposive sampling was employed for the sampling of the artists. The purposive sampling criteria was designed to select self identified artists, who were based in the UK or Ireland for purpose of their creative practice, and whose practice incorporated digital art for at least 2 years.
A master list of the target population was developed by identifying artist profiles through their web presence on key digital art websites and perusing their profiles and applying the purposive sampling criteria. 50 Key websites were identified and collated through many sources from books on new media art and digital art, artists' recommendations as well as web searches, and included dedicated online portals for new media art; websites for international competitions and art festivals, including or dedicated to, new media; websites for museums, including their online art collection; and directories of art organizations which promote new media art. Most artists maintained a comprehensive web profile through these key sites as well as their own stand alone website and included biographical data, details of their art works and projects, including links to the works that had been disseminated online and sometimes extensive documentation of those which could not be disseminated as such. Over 85 such websites were trawled during the entire field work and hundreds of profiles of artists were perused against the sampling criteria below.
initial positive responses were received. It led to 21 in-depth interviews, conducted in 2007 and
2008, that were used for the study.
The interviews were semi-formal, semi-structured but guided conversations. 51 An interview topic guide was used with the aim of keeping the interview remains 'standardized' in outline but giving the interviewees an opportunity to convey their stories so far as they related, quite broadly, to copyright law and policy. 52 The topic guide had three key parts: first, general questions about the interviewees creative practice (background, origin, motivations, types of output); second, questions on the workings of their day to day practice (creation, co-creation, appropriation, dissemination, licensing and monetization); third, more specific questions relating to 'copyright in action' in their practice (property, authorship, economic rights, moral rights).
Interviews were recorded and transcribed for analysis.
D. Informants: Digital Artists
There were only 4 female interviewees compared to 17 male interviewees. Although many of the interviewees worked in collaborative projects on an ad hoc basis, two of the female interviewees worked in a permanent group with a male counterpart and there were also two male interviewees who similarly worked with a female counterpart. Both the age group and the years of practice Based on exhibition, display or making available to public of art works as reflected in their bios or curriculum vitas made available on their website or through the interview. 54 These interviewee numbers will be used when quoting from the interviews and such quotations remain direct transcriptions except for changes made for clarity and to maintain anonymity of interviewees.
It is important to note that the focus of the study was not every manifestation of digital art but only those that formed a prominent part of the practice of the artists interviewed for the research. The role and influence of research universities and centres in supporting the production of digital art 79 was also clearly reflected in the connection of the majority of interviewees with higher educational institutions, in particular, the research centres located therein. Seventeen interviewees, along with having an independent art practice, were affiliated with an academic department of a United Kingdom or an Irish higher education institution in different capacities, ranging from doctoral candidates, research fellows and artists in residence to visiting lecturers, lecturers, professors, directors and heads of units in either a part-time or a full-time capacity.
Only two interviewees (Interviewee 12 and 18) had no association or affiliation with any institution or organization at the time of interviewing although both of them had been affiliated in one of the above capacities in the past. The remaining two interviewees (Interviewee 21 and 14), while also maintaining an independent art practice, were involved in the entertainment side of the creative industries at a production level and with a government agency for the arts at an administrative level respectively.
The interviewees, both digital natives 80 and digital immigrants, 81 associated the creative process closely with the exploration of the various potentials brought about by digital technologies.
While such potentials included basic technical capabilities brought by the digital environment like ease of creation and copying in a quicker and cost effective way along with a greater capacity for dissemination directly to new audiences. However, the interviewees' real attraction to the digital environment also lay in exploring technical abilities, over and above such basic features, for their creative practice i.e. to use of features inherent to the digital medium that allowed carrying out processes which may not be possible in an analogue medium; as well as the ability to expand on their earlier artistic disciplines and practices. The possibilities offered by computer programming and in particular its generative capability, flexibility, ability to combine multiple media, appropriation and manipulation of data in real time, and capacity for weaving in variable levels of user interactivity were all relevant potentials. 79 Paul, Digital Art, p.8 80 The term is used here to mean those artists who have been 'native speakers' of the digital language from the start of their creative practice. See Marc Prensky, "Digital Natives, Digital Immigrants" On the Horizon 9, no.5 (2001): 1, where the term is used for students who grew up in the digital world and are native speakers of the digital language. 81 The term is used here to mean those artists who did not start their art practice with digital technologies but have adopted it subsequently; see Prensky, Digital Natives, Digital Immigrants, where the term is used to describe those educators who were not born into the digital world but have adopted aspects of new technologies.
E. Outcome
The overall conclusion from the study was that both copyright law and policy did not sit easily with either the artistic aims of the interviewees nor their actual practice. There was no evidence to suggest that copyright protection encouraged or promoted a new 'creative' activity like digital art practice and indeed was resisted in the actual day to day practice. The findings echoed the following observation on copyright law by an academic commentator: "The general purpose of this amorphous body of law is to encourage innovation, creativity and the spread of knowledge, but there is little equation between aspiration and achievement."
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The study helped in identifying several gaps which illustrated how copyright law and policy were disabled in their everyday practice. For example, legislative requirements for copyright protection like categorization and fixation were both challenged by and ran counter to the very potentials of digital technologies that the interviewees found attractive. This resulted in the legal requirements for protection being not just inactive but also disenfranchised. Similarly, both the scope of economic rights and moral rights, as well exceptions and limitations under copyright law were found not to coalesce with the type and strength of protection and freedoms perceived to be necessary by the interviewees for their artistic practice.
In addition, the findings from the study were also marked by an absence of equation between the aspirations of copyright policy and the actions in the interviewees' art practice.
The role of copyright as incentivising creative activities is enshrined in current copyright policy.
Yet the two key presumptions underlying the incentive argument -that artists would not create digital artworks without the economic incentive afforded by copyright and that exclusive property rights under copyright do in fact encourage production of digital artworks -were not reflected in the interviewees' creative practice. Copyright was not found to have any independent ability to incentivize the creativity in the interviewees' practice as an external influence.
Various actors were identified to have a strong influence in informing the interviewees' decisions on creation, dissemination and exploitation in their creative practices like their attraction to the potentials and inherent capabilities of the digital medium, their understandings and meanings of the 'digital', their political and ethical stance, contemporary art practices and philosophy, their academic and research backgrounds, strong intrinsic motivations, lack of knowledge of the law as well as their legal consciousness.
III. The Study: Some Findings
One theme that emerged from the study was the lack of belief in both the prevention of copying in the digital domain and in the usefulness of copyright law for creators. This section will present some of the findings on how interviewees interpreted 'copying' and 'copyright' and illustrate how various actors influenced interviewees' understandings and decisions becoming important sources of the norms in their practice.
A. 'Copying'
From the very start of the advent of the digital environment, it has been questioned whether it is possible to protect the right to copy.
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As copying in the digital environment became an inherent part of both access to and use of the digital work, and at the same time the process of access became the means for further distribution, many commentators had argued for the "death of the right to copy." Samuelson had noted in 1990 that "the farther one moves away from printing presses and the kind of control this medium permits over copying, the less useful is the traditional copyright paradigm." 85 Similarly, Teilmann noted that "copyright law cannot cope with the order of the sameness on the Internet, for it has been shaped to protect 'original works' Despite scepticism in academic discourse, the right to copy has been strengthened and secured by broadening its scope, the introduction of digital rights management provisions and sustained resistance to increasing the scope of exceptions and limitations. The efficacy of preventing copying through the various legal measures currently available and stronger enforcement measures in the process of being introduced is unclear, 87 and solutions based on allowing access
and not rigorous prevention of copying, like blanket licensing and levies have remained the subject of academic and policy discussions but have not found favour as regulatory solutions.
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In contrast to the scope of the right of copying and distribution that may be desirable for the content industries, the perceived desirability or necessity of strong protection is questionable for other types of creative production in the digital environment. Both the perspective and practice of the interviewees in relation to "the digital copy" illustrates that its protection in the digital domain was considered to be neither crucial to nor desirable in their practice.
(i) Digital 'art' practice All interviewees were unanimous and unambiguous in their perception that they did not distinguish between traditional and digital artworks as to quality or artistic value. However, they did make a strong distinction between the nature of the digital and analogue medium and distinguished between "copying" in the digital world from the analogue world. Nearly all the interviewees suggested that a minimum amount of copyright protection was necessary for analogue works but they believed that the protection necessary for the digital environment needs to be different. They did not perceive strict prevention of copying in the digital domain to be crucial to their creative practice and were attempting to deploy business models in which economic value and return lay elsewhere than in the "digital copy."
The strong influence of post modern theory and contemporary art practices on interviewees' He continued to explain that he saw it as peer criticism which is "just making your work more clear in viewing your work through other people's eyes. I mean that helps the whole creative process, you know encourages innovation and everything, so it's a positive thing."
Noting the disjunction between the romantic interpretation of copying in copyright law and the post modern interpretation in contemporary art practice, one commentator has noted that:
"…the verb 'to copy' means very different things to different people. In an accusatory legal context, 'to copy' describes an act of intellectual trespassing, often clandestine and performed for base motives, an act to be discouraged and punished whenever possible… looking at your work, at least you know for it to be that current that people want to look at it. You know if it is being ignored, then that's definitely worse." Similarly, Interviewee 12 pointed out that, "it is also quite interesting to see your work crop in different and very odd places and contexts, and you think it's out there so it's been used and considered … that it's a homage really and most of the people who'd see that would actually know where it's come from." He thought that not stressing on one's economic rights can even raise an artist's profile. In his works, "it can even raise your profile or your public worth to be seen to be nonchalant about your work being re-used and in not being interested to restrain the same might even get you more success."
Along with the contemporary art influence, another relevant factor was ethics: the ability to copy and use other people's work was seen as both healthy and necessary. Interviewee 8 pointed out It was apparent that some of the interviewees' own practice included appropriation, reconfiguration and building on others works, content and tools, which itself has a strong tradition within contemporary art practice. As aspects of their own practice and approach were contrary to the strict application of economic rights, that played an important role in informing their perspective and attitude on the protection of their own works. Interviewee 18 pointed out:
"In one way, you know, digital artists are quite often using other people's work anyway,
rephrasing it so, I mean we want to be allowed to do that, so we don't want you know a copyrighted blanket that says you can't use anything, there's no fair use, you can't use anything that anyone else's created."
He continued that although one might not want their work to be used for derivative works, it is something one has to sacrifice. He reasoned:
"to just let the work be free and to let people, to enable artists to use other people's work, as the basis of new work, which has always been done. I mean it's just, artists always have really to draw things but now it's digitally done, so the means of reproduction are different but I think that the purpose of it is the same, so I don't really think there's much role for digital protection. I think you have to acknowledge that you know people can use your work, if you're going to use other people's work and I think it's a much healthier way, it'll lead to more innovation, more creation and stuff, that's what it should be about."
Similarly Interviewee 10 pointed out that, "I guess our soft approach is that information" and that "visual material and sound materials are important to be free."
(ii) Nature of the 'digital' medium Most interviewees reasoned that the nature of the digital medium meant that it is very difficult to control any potential copying or even re-use of their digital artworks or components. For example, Interviewee 3 explained his strong belief that the right to copy was designed for fixed media and, so far as it concerned him, it plays no role in the digital media. Similarly, Interviewee 4 with reference to copying mentioned that, "I don't think you can these days, it's out of your control, I think it's a good thing" while Interviewee 17 mused "You know, you can't really know who's using anything, so in a sense no, I mean there's not much we can do."
Interviewee 18 explained "You know people could be using your work all over and you wouldn't know about it… so you're unaware that's happening." Interviewee 2, who put a copyright notice on his website, explained the notice as, "I always kind of feel it means nothing because if someone's going to take it, they can take in the same way that I will." It was mentioned above that the interviewees were embracing the inherent features of digital technologies for creation of their artworks. With regard to copying, the corollary of that perspective was reflected in this first reasoning: they were aware of and did not want to work contrary to the inherent nature of the digital medium.
Most interviewees agreed that the component works of their digital artworks, like the text, audio, audio-visuals, or what is referred to as content, could be easy to copy in the digital medium but on occasion, depending on the type of digital artwork, copying the entire work may also be harder. Interviewee 16 gave the example of a networked performance. Digital installations were seen as difficult to copy as a whole by Interviewee 13, who mentioned "the installations definitely I don't think anybody else would bother copying it." Some interviewees reasoned further that even if some of their works are copied, they did not see any harm in online copying.
Interviewee 8 explained that he did not see the role of the right to copy having relevance to what he created. In his words, "that's partly because I doubt that anybody could actually replicate it.
Not technically I think, they can technically, but aesthetically I really don't think anybody would … anyway people within net art community would know where the influences come from."
Interviewee 21 similarly pointed out that it "is not trivial to copy the stuff that people like me do The interviewees in particular highlighted that 'use' by other artists would not "bother" them but 'use' in relation to advertising and promotional activities by large industries or corporations would be particularly problematic. For example, Interviewee 8 mentioned with respect to someone copying or using their work: "so if it was, so if another artist did that I would be absolutely fine, I have no problem with that whatsoever. If a corporation did it then, no, I really don't see why they should be able to do that." Interviewee 2 pointed out that if his works had "been taken and used like really commercially to like promote a product or like a marketing campaign or something, I'd go crazy 'cause I hate that kind of stuff, but if it was just an artist, I
wouldn't care too much."
The excerpts above exemplify a schizophrenic position: on the one hand the interviewees wanted to assert that "copying" is inevitable in this medium and cannot be controlled and on the other hand, felt that assertion of some control, in line with their political beliefs would be valuable. It is important to note that the term 'schizophrenic' is used here as a reference to something that is characterized by inconsistent or contradictory elements or the coexistence of disparate or antagonistic elements. And more specifically here, the experience or maintaining of contradictory attitudes towards legal protection under copyright. The term is not used in a medical health condition sense, and after some hesitation it was considered fair to deploy it since several interviewees consistently employed this term themselves to describe the dualities they faced.
For example, Interviewee 4 emphasised: "I've got this kind of a schizophrenic kind of situation here." He went on to describe that on the one hand he had signed up for licensing of his analogue musical works through PRS and was receiving royalties through them, and similarly, he would also "make sure everything is in the right place for his CD release," in terms of licences to be obtained and copyright to be asserted. But on the other hand, he wanted to be able to give away
his other, what he described as, purely 'digital works' without asserting any protection in the digital domain because he did not see much point in controlling the digital copy nor care about copy protection there. (iii) Sustenance model
The interviewees perceived personal motivations related to being and remaining involved in the creative process, to be driving their practice, while economic interests were seen as a requirement or necessity in "being able to run the show." The interviewees' explanations of their own 'business models', or perhaps more appropriately 'sustenance' models (as described and preferred by many interviewees), demonstrated that their work developed, spread, and propagated in different ways and that there was not any 'one model' or 'just one way of doing it' yet. Interviewee 15 who also taught at an art school and whose practice was with another artist as a team, described that:
"We find that we are sort of, a little bit inhabiting the art market, a little bit inhabiting the kind of public sector, that's where you might trawl down a little bits of funding to making something from Arts Council or some sort of similar body or perhaps just an academic funding body. And then of course we just make stuff, ourselves, you know, we have a studio, we have a practice, we have things that we're interested in and we just make our work, so we're kind of very pluralistic in that kind of respect."
Indeed this was reflected generally in that the art practice of interviewees was neither strictly commercial nor strictly gallery nor strictly academic but each of those to some extent. The common theme was that their sustenance models were portfolio based: they developed organically and fluidly without a set model and the interviewees regarded their intellectual assets to be not merely the economic rights provided by copyright but also other intangibles like their brand and value, 91 practice of sharing and openness, and other skills like teaching and carrying out related activities.
Although the actual model of each interviewee was different, and the exploitation of copyright within each individual practice varied, certain key features of their models emerged. The interviewees were found broadly to fund their practice from a mix of some or all of the following opportunities:
• A commission to create digital artwork for an individual or an online or offline gallery or museum.
• Occasional sale of a digital artwork to an individual or an online or offline gallery or museum.
• Arts funding resulting from grants and prizes. • Fee from exhibiting digital artworks or performing as part of a festival, presenting a customised work for an exhibition etc.
• Sale of one off or limited editions of analogue works which were primarily derived from their digital art works that resides on the internet or in galleries.
• Undertaking complementary, part time activities and full time, "second" jobs like teaching or research
• Occasionally undertaking workshops and seminars
• Having a curatorial practice.
The sustenance models of the interviewees also matched their perspectives on 'copying' in that they were found to be not using or relying on copyright protection in the digital domain. For example, some interviewees regarded the idea of exploiting copy protection in the digital domain as useless, because, they said, copyright was designed for fixed and not digital media.
Interviewee 9 referred to piracy through peer to peer platforms and said, "I mean, we would probably experience the same thing in visual art world if people like myself were trying to sell their online works or things like that. But we're not." Interviewee 2, described that he could not see how money could be made from copies of digital works. He noted how music files were being copied and guarding against that was pointless as it went against the inherent nature of the medium.
Wide dissemination was also seen as the norm in the digital medium because it allowed for works to be released and accessed easily and quickly while commercial processes to exploit the right in copies was seen as slowing down this process. Interviewee 20, while explaining that he favoured wide dissemination and sharing, drew from his experience in academia and gave the example of a debate in the Ministry of Education on the possibility of publicly funded academic research being shared for free. He believed it would support sharing in artistic contexts and explained:
"I look at what's been proposed as a good model, everything should be freely available to everyone and knowledge, you know, begets knowledge. And the more that we have access to it, the more to live it on, there's no doubt that given the problems we are facing in the world today, we need to use knowledge to solve our problem."
He continued to point out that, although art works are slightly different, in that they are an instance of knowledge or its adaptation, it appeared that there was no reason why a similar model could not apply to publicly funded digital artworks.
While wide and free dissemination was a foundation for sustenance of their art practice in that it helped generate indirect opportunities, it was also the result of a strong "sharing" ethic which meant that dissemination for them was a continuous process which did not end with the artists becoming established or having gained a reputation. Most interviewees believed that within their practice, and as a matter of course, they were making available some, if not most of their artwork for free on the internet and that they were not creating digital artworks with any expectation of exploiting such works through the assigning or licensing of exclusive rights in the work. there was another economic model of artists working but we just haven't got one. So we keep flipping back between wanting the work to be free and then thinking I actually do need to make some money out of it."
One commentator has pointed out that the programmers, hackers and net surfers who create 'soft property' 92 understand the nature of the non-material goods they create. 93 It became apparent that 92 It is used here to mean immaterial property and as such generally all intellectual property. 93 Barlow, The Economy of Ideas the same applied to the interviewees, who were attempting to work, albeit not always consistently or successfully, with the nature of the digital medium by not attaching value to the digital copies of their works and extracting value from various other aspects of their creative practice.
B. 'Copyright'
The lack of belief in prevention of copying in the digital domain was accompanied by general disenchantment with the purpose of copyright as well as suspicion of copyright law. This was not only an actor that informed their interpretations of 'copying' but also extremely influential in the strategies they adopted in their creative practice over all.
When laws are based on instrumentalist claims without solid real world evidence, they lose favour, respect and abidance of people. Unduly restrictive copyright system which does not meet the needs of consumers can trivialise the law for them. Similarly, strong copyright protection, which does not meet the needs of the creators, can lead to scepticism over the copyright system's benefits for them. Boyle has argued that the incentive argument for copyright along with a romantic view of authorial creation provide a 'powerful public rhetoric' to gain support for extending intellectual property rights 94 and explained how economic analysis as a type of rhetoric provides answers which are more partial and indeterminate than policymakers may believe. 95 Similarly, Kretschmer has also argued that the rhetoric of copyright benefiting authors has been largely determined by industry, which remains the main beneficiary of extended protection, even though it is only an investor in creativity and not a creator.
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The overarching perception amongst the interviewees was that copyright was "indifferent" to and not useful for individual artists. Although interviewees were not asked about what they thought of copyright generally, the following opinions on copyright law and policy were offered when interviewees were asked about the role or desirability of copyright protection in their own practice or how they managed copyright related issues if they arose in their practice. The insights gained on interviewees' legal consciousness showed that copyright policy had little legitimacy for them. Further, the interviewees' perspectives were found to have been shaped by popular discourse on copyright provided in the news and other media to which the interviewees were 'clued-in' and three themes emerged from these perceptions.
(i) Un-pursuable by individuals First, copyright was perceived to be useful only for those who can afford to protect it. The legal protection provided was believed to be "ironically un-pursuable" except by large corporations, which some interviewees referred to as "moneyed interests." Interviewee 11 explained:
"I find that copyright is normally only applied by those that kind of, can enforce, can force enforcement of it. So it's not something that's actually useful to common people who you know who don't really want to go to court over these things so you need to find some other way of negotiating these kind of things…so I think these things are bound in much larger economic processes and I don't get the sense that we're going to get governments really being particularly interested in coming up with copyright licence that really force individual protection. I think they will continue to only allow kind of corporate exploitation."
Interviewees mentioned not only their own beliefs and experiences, but also their general belief about other artists in the digital environment and analogue world. They perceived as reality the fact that most artists do not have the money to afford lawyers or obtain advice from specialists and do not have the ability to take a breach of their interests to courts. With reference to protecting his economic rights provided under copyright law, Interviewee 6 said his major concern was financial difficulty:
"I would have to pay a lawyer, which probably wouldn't be worth my while in the long run. But there's no freely available method of resolving disputes. If you write to someone and they ignore you, then you have to go to a lawyer really. And that's fine except for the fact that artists can't necessarily afford them so that is a problem."
A similar sentiment was voiced by Interviewee 18, who noted that:
"I mean if it actually comes down to it, you can't actually protect them unless you've got money to go to courts. So it protects the rights of the people who have the ability to go to court. So you know, for the great majority of artists, if their work is infringed in some way, well they really have very little to come back on it, because they don't have the money to go to court, to take on a corporation. The protections are not aimed at kind of small artists, they're aimed at the corporations and they protect them. It doesn't help the individual artist in any kind of real way."
It became evident that the artists did not perceive copyright to be useful because of the transaction cost involved in enforcing the right.
A similar problem with the transaction cost in obtaining permission to use third party copyright works was pertinent for Interviewee 19, one of the most well known artists of those interviewed for this study. He noted that:
"I have no interest in the copyright system or copyright law. It is made for big corporations to use… It is indifferent to everyone. It's only for people who own money.
It's not useful for anyone else. I don't earn any money from it, I earn money from teaching, so it plays no role for me."
He did not discount the fact that protection for artists and artistic works was necessary, but suggested that copyright was not providing for his "needs" of being able to create what he wanted to as it puts barriers through the requirement of permission and payment in using others' works.
Interviewee 2 stressed that copyright protection could be particularly relevant for him and explained through an example that: kind of thing could make me famous for the wrong reasons or something like that and I wouldn't want to get involved in that."
Interviewee 14, who also saw a possible role for copyright for artists, pointed out that:
"So whilst the law is perhaps somewhat indifferent to artists needs, we're not yet perhaps collectively looking at these issues ourselves and requesting action … I think it's really about the emphasis on artists working as single independent entities and how that impacts on their perspectives on this issue and also how the law/establishment views them, again as small bodies."
Interviewee 7's views on legal protection summed up the concerns of many others. He noted:
"For me as an artist, yeah, to be honest, it kind of relegates itself, just because of the way that most conflicts of interest happen below the kind of threshold of what would be kind of viable to pursue within the legal system, just because of the fact that most conflicts are tiny ones that happen constantly in day to day life."
(ii) Duration of copyright protection
The duration of copyright was used as another example by some interviewees to make the point that copyright legislation reflected corporate interests more than individual artist's interests.
Interviewee 17 referred to US copyright legislation and mentioned, "you're cynical about copyright, that every time Mickey Mouse seems to be about to go out of copyright, it gets extended some more. If you look at the early days of copyright, I believe in Britain it used to subsist with the printer, didn't it?" His concern was that, "there was stuff that was out of copyright, and then bang suddenly was back in copyright again" and that it was a "derision" which a lot of artists and creators had to deal with.
The US example was popular and Interviewee 7, in similar vein, pointed out: …they could see what we were trying to do, but they also felt that it was their duty to kind of stand for the moral rights of the original film makers, it felt that their job was to actually stand up for the original intention of the film and sometimes the original intention of the film and the actual manifest content are very, very different."
The sentiment that the duration of protection had gone too far and did not necessarily reflect the individual creator's interests was echoed in six other interviews. Interviewee 7, who had said that copyright law should have an important role to play in his own practice, concluded that:
"I think in our civilization, we've gone too far down that route, definitely you know, copyright protection is now automatic and draconian, lasting for effectively forever."
These views echo the renewed critique of the duration of copyright protection in academic discussions owing to the extension of the term of copyright in the US, 97 UK, 98 and EU. 99 The interviewees' use of duration of copyright as an example showed awareness of popular discourse on an issue which has garnered substantial media attention but also scepticism on an issue where the 'protection of authors' flag has been hoisted to justify the calls for extension.
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(iii) Expansion and Enforcement of copyright law "Copyright is increasingly used as a form of corporate legal intimidation." 101 The enforcement of copyright by corporations and the recent push for stronger laws as well as legal enforcement of copyright in the digital domain was also used as an example by the interviewees to show copyright's incompatibility with artists' interests. Some interviewees voiced concerns over the use of digital rights management protection by corporations which could prevent perfectly legal actions which artists might want to conduct. In restricting artists' access to resources, the rights management protections systems could in turn restrict their creative abilities. Interviewee 9 while describing how his own practice could be affected, pointed out:
97 "I mean the things that I do kind of find very disturbing coming out of the legal protection and it mostly settles around music and you know music and film, is the good old RI, what is it, RIAA, and the sort of incessant need to cling to their old models of commercial viability in this day and age which is just absolute fallacy and the problem is that in all these things that they're trying to implement in terms of digital rights management, are affecting things outside of their own industry. I mean those are the things that I find very disturbing."
Similarly, although some interviewees saw the enforcement of copyright protection in cases of file sharing on the internet to be quite 'contentious,' it was viewed as being more about the conflict between the industries and intermediaries, and their business models rather than creators' interests. The opinion of Interviewee 7 on the issue was that:
"People get so kind of hung up on the right and wrong of things, whereas the kind of economic realities of things underlie everything and those kind of things cannot really be fake. I suppose it is kind of ironical that, may be ironic isn't the word. If you look at the way that music has changed since the advent of personal ubiquitous internet connections and file sharing, it's the most obvious example, a lot of people say all this stuff should be free, information should be free and there's this kind of almost glamorous connection being made between freedom and the ability to copy stuff, and at the same time you know recording artists association of America or whatever say all these people are stealing. And that's a bit harsh. But there is something taking place there. And someone is losing out and someone is gaining. To say that just as you know the person who listens to all this music for free is gaining and the artist is losing is way too naïve."
Similarly, Interviewee 9 felt that the enforcement stance taken by corporations was not really about the interests of the creators in which the corporations invest. With reference to the content industry's continually asserted position that copyright protection is benefiting 'creators'
interests', he continued to pointed out, "Oh it's such a joke." He said that it was not at all complimentary to what is of interest to creators and reasoned that, "I think the reason the public is so fed up with and I'm very fed up with the media companies, is for years they've monopolised the situation, they have taken so much money away from the artists and now they're complaining, because in a sense, they are no longer necessary."
Interviewee 18 questioned where the value resided in the traditional business models for entertainment products. He referred to a news item that he had read, of a rock band that decided to stop selling CDs in their gigs as it was cannibalising the sales of their higher priced t-shirts.
He commented that "copyright laws are chasing an old model that has already departed" and went on to say: "I think it's more the industry, or not even the industry, the industry model that's existing at the moment that's suffering." He also referred to the film industry model present at the time of the advent of video recorders and commented how the current spate of litigation is "very short sighted" and that there is a lack of imagination in seeing how the present ability to copy can be used to help everyone, including creators. He referred to an Economist survey on 'knock-off' fashion and said:
"I think you know in that, in the whole kind of digital you know copyright thing, it's going to turn out something like this, there's going to be a great future for creation and it's going to be based around people copying but this will be the engine that drives it forward, it's just a lack of vision I think, that people don't see."
There was also concern that copyright could be invoked by corporate interests to suppress an artist's freedom of speech. It did not help that many of the interviewees viewed some recent claims of copyright protection infringement quite negatively, because these claims either targeted artists or had potential to restrict artistic creativity. Interviewee 18 referred to two more examples that he had read in the news about Volkswagen threatening to sue an artist for copyright for referencing one of its cars in a painting, and alleging copyright violation over a video posted by a Youtube user parodying one its commercials. He said, "you know copyright can be used basically as a tool to silence criticism and it's been done and you see it has been recently."
Although he continued to point out that sometimes artists "do get away with using copyright material blatantly and pass under the radar of the copyright holder," the chances of legal threats can make artists not just mindful but also fearful. Therefore, they avoided using works in which the copyright is owned by corporations. Interviewee 15 explained: "I'm concerned that people are trying to take more and more ownership of things which exist on the world wide web and I think things are becoming ever more difficult to actually navigate and negotiate without infringing copyright and I think that's extremely worrying … I think the main concerns would probably be whether we use materials and then we just be sued. And it's less about the way in which people might use the work we make. And it's more to do with how we might be violating some law ourselves. Because The interviewees in the study did not perceive strong or strict enforcement of the right to copy in the digital domain to be crucial to their practice. Although their views show a schizophrenic position, whereby they try and differentiate the protection they wanted according to the medium as well as the context in which the work may be copied or used, it also reflects a desire to work with and adapt to the features of technology, to realize its full potential, as opposed to the law, which remains short sighted in its attempts to mirror the realities of the analogue medium in aiming to preserve the interests of a certain section of content owners and producers. This was also displayed in the fact that the interviewees had alternative, independent and portfolio based business models which displayed an attempt to think differently and not unquestionably or uncritically adopting standard routes for exploiting the exclusive rights provided under copyright law in their digital artworks.
Instead, as discussed above, the interviewees saw the economic value in their works, for purposes of exploitation, to lie in the physical object; or, the idea itself, or in familiarity with the work; 104 or, their brand name and reputation as artists; 105 or, their persons being attached to experiencing the work at the time of experience or performance of the work. The potential impact of copyright law in the creation and dissemination of works in the digital environment has been very controversial, leading to a wide debate between proponents of stronger copyright legislation to protect the status quo against those who support weaker copyright protection with an aim to restore the balance within copyright framework. In this environment, there have also been claims that digital piracy shows 'a vote of no confidence in existing business models and legal solutions' 107 and doubts over the extent to which exploitation of copyright under traditional business models can continue to be efficient and workable. 108 Exploration of new business models have found particular favour in policy discussions as being one of the solutions in adapting to this changing environment. 109 While newer businesses models are emerging in the larger entertainment industries, the smaller independent sectors are arguably leading in the move away from older models of dissemination and profit generation, based on the rights granted through copyright, and having more open attitudes to 'value-based' and realistic business models which might be more suited to the potentials brought by the digital medium. Consequently, research on 'copyright in action' in the day to day practice of various creative practices can make a useful contribution by offering insights of how copyright is being used, resisted, or ignored in emerging business models in the digital environment. In particular, a focus on where and why smaller and independent creators perceive value to lie in their practices, as well as where and why they struggle in finding relevance of copyright protection, can offer important lessons for policy making this area.
For the copyright system to support creativity, it requires the confidence of its stakeholders, in particular the creators who 'must see it as appropriate, effective, fair and reasonable.' 110 In contrast, the snapshot of interviewees' legal consciousness above, demonstrates that they perceived the system to be inappropriate, ineffective, unfair and unreasonable. It was apparent that the interviewees were knowledgeable of the discourse on copyright law in the popular media which contributed to their scepticism as to the value of protection offered by copyright law to creators as well as its wider purpose in society. They did not appear to be convinced that copyright was working for the creator's benefit although they did not clearly discount that it could. Brimelow had noted a decade ago that: "Without a doubt the David and Goliath stories are played up for all their worth to make good copy, but they may well be most of what the ordinary citizen hears about intellectual property and the stories do the system no service." 111 She also noted that the relevance and value of the intellectual property system changes with the changing environment and the evolution of people's perception of 'what is happening and what is "right."' 112 That change in perception, so far as the interviewees were concerned, was reflected in the above theme.
The contested nature of copyright is reflected in the fact that often creators, and indeed other stakeholders may lack accurate knowledge of copyright law, but have strongly held opinions on copyright. 113 And a challenge for copyright policy making is not just to increase awareness of and access for the users of system, but ensure that it retains the faith of those whom it primarily claims to benefit. Research on 'copyright in action' can provide insights into creators' meanings and understandings of the role of the copyright and retrieve the focus of the theoretical discourse on copyright law to the practical issues 114 faced in various creative sectors, which despite being affected at every level by copyright law as well as new technologies, have not been the subject of sufficient empirical inquiries.
B. Creators' perspective
The position of creators as one of the stakeholders with an interest in the nature of copyright policy has been explicitly acknowledged 115 : "Creators are an essential part of the picture and it is important that our copyright system recognises and acknowledges their creative endeavour." 116 But there are various interests which must play a role in the formation of copyright policy (e.g.
creators, rights owners, users, general public and wider public interest) and it is important to question why the focus on creators' perspective can be beneficial. While "author" perspectives on the early history of copyright have emerged from the 1970s and continued until the 1990s, 117 academic discourse which presents the authors' perspective on the more recent state of copyright remains quite small. Further, the general lack of empirical evidence on copyright in the UK, as noted above, means that the empirical research on creators' perspectives in this backdrop is even more limited.
A handful of studies in the UK have consulted creators directly or relied on secondary data pertaining to them to assess whether copyright acts as an incentive for them. 118 A significant number of these have primarily focused on authors' earnings data from copyright related activities, accompanied by surveys with creators that have been carried out through an organization or specific group of creators 119 and collectively suggest that there exists little empirical backing for many of the benefits that the copyright system is perceived to bring to creators. As such, the arguments in favour of such benefits remain rhetorical, historical or philosophical.
These studies are very valuable in providing generalized findings on whether the copyright system rewards creators. However, richer complementary evidence is also required on how copyright law trickles down and is played out in the day to day practice of individual creators represented. Yet, studies addressing the perspective of individual creators with a focus on how copyright plays out in their everyday practice remain minimal.
For copyright policy, the issue of how copyright is being, and will be, used and managed is not just a theoretical issue but one of immense practical influence lying 'at the heart of creative activity and industries that support it and diffuse its output.' 120 Copyright law affects the life of a creative work from point of creation -since the work may, and usually does, use and build on third party copyright works in a variety of ways, particularly in the digital environment; through to dissemination -the choice of licensing, type of license used; and exploitation -business model and routes used as well as types of protection asserted. Indeed copyright law is intended to affect all these processes of creation, dissemination and exploitation. As such, from 'start to finish' copyright can affect a creative practice. All of the creators' decisions are likely to be based on the information about copyright law that they may have, they believe they have, or do not have, usually without any recourse to specialist advice. Further, although most creators may never make legal claims or bring actions to enforce copyright law, or be subjected to them, yet the law (census, labour market surveys, tax); (b) questionnaire surveys of specific professional groups; and (c) collecting society payments.' Kretschmer and Hardwick, Authors' Earnings from Copyright and Non-Copyright Sources, p.53 120 SABIP, Strategic Priorities for Copyright at pg. 10 has a perceived utility or hindrance and actual impact on their practice and behaviour. This reflects the need to study, in detail, the subtle processes in play in the creation, production, dissemination, exploitation and consumption of different new creative outputs but also underlies the importance of examining the creators' perspective.
Additionally, although creators remain the central character for law and policy, it is unclear as to how well they are represented in policy making. It has been argued that 'the author's voice is one that has been submerged in the development of copyright law and that copyright law therefore is insufficiently sensitive to authorial perspectives about the creative process.' 121 From a positivist stance, it can be argued that this is not the case, because legal policy assumes and acknowledges the presence of conflicting groups and interests as stakeholders, including creators. 122 Consequently, whether copyright protection is adequate or inadequate in protecting creators, legal policy reflects a balance amongst all stakeholders' views resulting from public enquiries, hearings and consultations. However, the representation of authors' perspective still remains missing and there are two main reasons against these assumptions.
First, not all interested parties possess the same amount of power to influence policy making:
along with the political power and the power of 'rhetoric', the economic power. Although creators are represented through creators' interests groups, the economic reality is that individual creators and authors' groups do not generally have the same financial capacity as some other stakeholders to have their interests represented during the formation of legislation, particularly the industries, being the commercial content producers and distributors who are well represented by various industry bodies in formulation of policy. 123 Intellectual Property in the UK again: "On copyright issues, lobbying on behalf of rights owners has been more persuasive to Ministers than economic impact assessments."
124 Second, the interests of authors tend to be subsumed within the interests and views of the entrepreneurs. The industry claims to be speaking for the authors and even 'much of the economic theory on copyright makes no distinction between the "author" or "creator" and the "publisher", considering them as one.' 125 However, this 'harmony of interests between creators and intermediaries' is conceptually doubtable and empirically problematic; This chapter used first-hand accounts from digital artists and explored one theme of the lack of belief in both the prevention of copying in the digital domain and in the usefulness of copyright law for creators, to illustrate how copyright law and policy are played out in a new creative practice, in ways which in contrast with their own purpose. If new creative activities are to be supported by the legal framework then such laws must gain confidence of the users of the system as being appropriate fair and reasonable. 128 More empirical research on 'copyright in action' as well as creators' meanings, understandings and use of current system, across the spectrum of new creative activities, will be a step in the right direction.
